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cvp-605/-609 workshop

Yamaha’s Richard Bower explains how to store registration settings using the
touch-screen of the Clavinova CVP-605/609

Part 5: The Registration Memory.

Nothing makes a new instrument really ‘yours’ more
than the ability to make and store your own settings. On
Yamaha keyboards and Clavinova these stored settings
are called ‘Registrations’.  They allow you to recall
combinations of voices and styles quickly and easily,
meaning that you can spend more time playing your
favourite music, and less time setting up.  In this article
we'll take a look at how to store registrations, and,
briefly, how to manage them within the CVP Clavinova.

For the sake of simplicity, I’ll illustrate the workshop using the
CVP’s USER memory.  We'll look at saving, copying and
backing up to USB memory in future issues.  First, though,
make sure that Registration Banks are being shown on the
CVP’s ‘Home’ screen. 

If the ‘Home’ screen looks like this (fig.1), tap the triangle
marked to reveal the Registration Memory selection area
(fig.2) and you’ll be ready to save some settings into the
Registration Memory. 

Your favourite sounds are personal to you of course - which,
after all, is the whole point of giving you somewhere to store
them!  So, go ahead and set up something nice. 

When you’re happy with the sound you’ve created press the
[MEMORY] button in the Registration Memory area towards
the right side of the instrument’s panel to display fig.3.  

Just for now, tap the triangle as marked in fig.3.  

Then, when the display shown in fig.4 appears, tick the boxes
as illustrated.  I’ll explain more about the function of the items
we’ve selected a little later on.

Fig.1: The HOME screen.  Touch the triangle in the corner

Fig.2: The HOME screen.  

Fig.3: Saving a registration - Tap the triangle to select the items to save.
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Next, press Registration Memory button [1] on the
instrument’s panel.  After a a second or so, the flashing LED
will stay constant - indicating that you have stored your first
registration setting. Well done!

With this success under your belt set up the instrument with
another favourite sound... and then store this into Registration
Memory button [2].  You can go on if you wish, storing yet more
settings into Registration Memory buttons [3], [4] and so on… 

Just press [MEMORY] followed by the appropriate Registration
Memory number.  Once you’ve made, and stored, as many
registrations as you need, it's time to save them all as a group
- referred to as a ‘Registration Bank’.  

The group, or ‘Registration Bank’ will retain the content of
every Registration Memory button from [1] to [8]. 

Tap the Registration Memory area at the top of the Home
screen to see the display illustrated in fig.5.

Now save the Registration Bank to the USER page by tapping
the SAVE icon (circled in fig.5) followed by ‘SAVE HERE’ in the
confirmation page that appears next. 

When you tap ‘SAVE HERE’ a QWERTY keyboard will pop up,
as shown in fig.6.

Every Registration Bank should be given a name.  This is
important because the Registration Banks are saved on the
USER page in alphabetical order so, by giving each bank a
name, it will be filed in alphabetical order and will be much easier
to find later on when you want to use the registrations again.

If you are saving a Registration Bank for this first time,
chances are you'll see ‘NEW BANK’ displayed in the name
area of the screen (fig.6).  

Tap and hold [DELETE] to clear the existing NEW BANK name
and make room for one you prefer. 

Use the characters on the QWERTY keyboard to enter the
name you’ve chosen - using the arrow icon at the bottom left
of the  screen to tab between upper and lower case letters.
For the purpose of this illustration I've  called my first
Registration Bank ‘Yamaha Club 1’ (fig.7).

Confirm the name you’ve entered by pressing [OK] and the
name will be shown on the USER page indicating that the
Registration Bank has been stored in USER memory (fig.8).

That's it!  When you want to make more registrations simply
repeat the procedure.  When you save the next Registration
Bank use the DELETE button again to clear the original name.
Type in a new one and press [OK].  The new Registration
Bank will appear on the USER page alongside the first.

Fig.4: Saving a registration - mark the items you want to save to the Registration Memory 

Fig.5: The Registration Bank USER page

Fig.6: The QWERTY keyboard display. Use this to enter a REGIST BANK name.

Fig.7: Confirm the name you enter by tapping OK

Fig.8: The bank’s name is displayed indicating that it has been stored in the USER memory


